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Germany to face Netherlands
Euro 2020 qualifying: England drawn with Czech Republic

DUBLIN: A picture shows the completed groups displayed on a screen during the UEFA Euro 2020 football competition qualifying draw in Dublin yesterday. —AFP

DUBLIN: The Netherlands and Germany were grouped
together in qualification for the 2020 European
Championship at yesterday’s draw in Dublin, one of 12
host cities for the finals that will be staged across the
continent for the first time.

Germany, the team everyone wanted to avoid after
their poor showing in UEFA’s new Nations League
competition pushed them into the second pot of seeds,
will also play Northern Ireland, Estonia and Belarus in
Group C when the qualification competition begins in
March. The Dutch, European champions in 1988, failed
to qualify for the last two major tournaments but have
been rejuvenated under new coach Ronald Koeman,
beating Germany last month on their way to securing a
spot in the final stages of the Nations League.

“I wasn’t happy because they are strong, they were
the strongest team in the second pot, but Germany are
also not happy with Holland, I think,” Koeman, the for-
mer Ajax and Everton manager, told reporters.

“I think the rest of the draw is acceptable but with

the Germans, it will be a good fight. We know it will be
tough to beat them. The development of the team is
really positive and we look forward.”

Holders Portugal must face Ukraine and Serbia in a
tricky five-team Group B which also includes Lithuania
and Luxemburg while world champions France drew
Iceland and Turkey in Group H.

Elsewhere three-times champions Spain were drawn
in Group F with Sweden, Norway and Romania.
England, one of the other in-form teams from the
Nations League, face the Czech Republic and Bulgaria
in Group A.

AVOID GERMANY
The top two teams from each group qualify auto-

matically. Unlike previous tournaments, the playoffs to
decide the four other spots will be contested between
the most successful teams from the four divisions of the
Nations League who have not already qualified.

“I would say it’s a group with three candidates for

two places, and Portugal are one of them,” said
Portugal coach Fernando Santos. “We escaped playing
Germany... or Germany escaped playing us. You could
say the group is less difficult because Germany are not
there but that would not be true. Ukraine and Serbia
are difficult.”

Hoping to restore his team’s credibility after they
failed to qualify for the World Cup, Italy coach Roberto
Mancini was also happy to avoid Germany after his side
were drawn in Group J along with teams including
Bosnia, Finland and Greece.

“A good draw, the aim was to avoid Germany,” he
said. “We need to improve and get back to being
among the top teams.” The new format offers a poten-
tial back door for any top side that struggles in qualify-
ing, while also handing the leading minnows from the
lowest Nations League division-Kosovo, Georgia,
Belarus and Macedonia-a crack at the last qualification
place. The finals will take place in 12 different cities
stretching from Bilbao in Spain to Baku in Azerbaijan.

For the first time in the competition’s history, the tour-
nament will be hosted by more than two countries to
mark its 60th anniversary.

No team will qualify automatically as hosts, although
every host country that qualifies will be guaranteed two
home games in the group phase. A maximum of two
host teams were permitted to be grouped together in
Sunday’s qualifying draw.

That meant that Ireland, to sighs of relief in the
Dublin auditorium, had to be moved out of the
Germany/Netherlands group they were initially drawn
in, dumping neighbouring Northern Ireland in Group C
with the former winners instead.

Yet new Ireland manager Mick McCarthy was not
thanking the “person on the computer with a magic fin-
ger” for long when he realised his side would still face
the relatively daunting task of getting past either
Switzerland or Denmark in Group D. “I don’t see why
we should be thinking it’s a damn sight easier,” the
returning Ireland manager said. — Reuters

LONDON: Chelsea bounced back from their first Premier
League defeat of the season to see off local rivals Fulham
2-0 yesterday, with goals from Pedro and Ruben Loftus-
Cheek putting the gloss on a mixed performance.

The home side dominated possession at Stamford
Bridge and scored early through Spanish forward Pedro
but struggled to find their rhythm and looked shaky until
substitute Loftus-Cheek settled their nerves with a late
second. Chelsea manager Maurizio Sarri enjoyed a dream
start to his tenure in England but a chastening 3-1 defeat
to Tottenham last week stung him badly, prompting a
series of post-mortems with individual players.

Yesterday’s hard-fought win lifted Chelsea into third
place above Spurs, in action against Arsenal later in the
day. The home side, welcoming former manager Claudio
Ranieri back to Stamford Bridge in the Fulham dugout,
were quickly into their stride against their neighbours and
were ahead inside four minutes.

N’Golo Kante-publicly criticised by his manager for his
positioning in the match against Spurs-was instrumental in
the opening goal, dispossessing Jean Michael Seri in the

middle of the pitch and feeding the ball to Pedro on the
right side of the penalty box.

The winger stepped inside onto his left foot and fired
the ball into the far corner. Pedro’s strike was Chelsea’s
1,000th Premier League goal-they are the third club to
reach the landmark after Manchester United and Arsenal.

Chelsea dominated the remainder of the first half, with
Sergio Rico saving smartly with his feet from Olivier
Giroud shortly before half-time but they failed to convert
their dominance into clear-cut chances.

Fulham started the match rooted to the foot of the table
but lifted by last week’s victory in Ranieri’s first match as
boss, which followed six straight Premier League defeats.
Ranieri made two substitutions for the second half, bring-
ing on Floyd Ayite and Aboubakar Kamara for Stefan
Johansen and Ryan Sessegnon.

Fulham, playing with more urgency, twice went close to
an equaliser through defender Calum Chambers. Chelsea
goalkeeper Kepa Arrizabalaga kept out Chambers’ header
10 minutes after the break before the loose ball was
cleared off the line by Pedro.

Then midway through the second half Kepa palmed
away a powerful shot from Chambers. Chelsea had a
chance to seal all three points when Rico could only palm
an Eden Hazard deflected shot into the path of substitute
Alvaro Morata but he skewed the ball horribly. The
Spanish forward was spared further embarrassment when
England international Loftus-Cheek finished a lovely move
by driving into the net from the right-hand side of the
penalty area in the 82nd minute. — AFP

Chelsea return 
to winning ways 
against Fulham

LIVERPOOL: Forgotten man Divock Origi snatched
a dramatic last-gasp 1-0 win for Liverpool over
Merseyside rivals Everton in the Premier League at
Anfield yesterday. Everton looked to have done
enough to secure a point but a horrendous error
from goalkeeper Jordan Pickford gifted the ball to
Origi, who headed it home in the sixth minute of
stoppage time.

Chasing a first win at Anfield since 1999, Everton
created the better of the openings in the first half, but
found Liverpool goalkeeper Allison in inspired form.
Liverpool upped the tempo after the break and twice
went close through Mohamed Salah and Sadio Mane.

Origi, who came off the bench for his first league
appearance of the season, saw an earlier close-range
effort come out off the post, before he grabbed the
headlines with the bizarre winner. The goal sparked
wild celebrations at Anfield with manager Juergen
Klopp running on to the pitch. The win allowed sec-
ond-placed Liverpool to close the gap on league lead-
ers Manchester City to two points. — Reuters

LIVERPOOL: Everton’s Senegalese midfielder Idrissa
Gueye (L) vies with Liverpool’s Dutch midfielder
Georginio Wijnaldum during the English Premier League
football match between Liverpool and Everton at Anfield
in Liverpool, north west England yesterday. — AFP
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